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COMMON POINT TELLING STORIES ACCORDING TO WE PRESIDENT 
In a letter to Common Point, Ron Arendall, president of the Society of Broadcast Engineers took exception to reports in 

Common Point critical to the SBE. Based on information from readers, Common Point had reported complaints of chapter 
meetings consistantly television oriented to the exclusion of radio engineering members. Mr. Arendall, in his reply, stated, 
"We do take issue with your determination of factual as opposed to fictional information." To support his position, several 
monthly SBE logs were enclosed showing the majority of program subjects applicable to radio. He said, " It is simply a 

matter of the member who wishes more radio to become involved on a ;Deal level with the program 
planning committee of their chapter." 

To answer criticsm by engineers of having to travel too great a distance for meetings, Mr. Aren-
dall pointed out it takes but 
three members and three 
meetings to start a new chap-
ter, and then there is always 
the ham radio chapter of the 
air SBE network, originating 
from Durango, Colorado for 
those engineers in really hard 
to reach places. 

In regards to certification, 

he said, " We do realize the 
potential embarassment to 
those who do not pass an 
exam. Those names, however. 
are known by the certification 
committee members and are 
not revealed even to other 
board members." 

In closing, Mr. Arendall 
stated there are usually an-
swers to negative critics and 
better methods of resolving 
those issues than amplifying a 
distorted signal. 

In closing his letter, he said 
Common Point's well inten-
tioned promotion of the SBE 
has yet to prove of value . . 
. since it primarily deals with 
negatives rather than positives. 

Ron Arendall 
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WOW . . . A Story of Radio 

Nebraska! To some it means farming. To others . . . 
football . . . but to many, Nebraska means radio 
station WOW and the first major radio station west of 
the Mississippi. 
The Woodman of the World Life Insurance Society, 

the original owners, built the station at a cost of 

$25,000 and first went on the 
air the evening of April 2, 
1923. The original call letters 
were WOAW and their fre-
quency 833.3 Khz with a 
power of 500 watts. The insur-
ance company had requested 
the call letter of WOW 
(Woodman of the World) ori-
ginally, however, at the time 
there was an old ship, the 
steamer Henry J. Bibble oper-
ating off the west coast with 
those call letters and they did 
not become available for al-
most another three years when 
the freighter was decommis-
sioned. 

(cont. on page 5) 
***** 



New Solid-State Tower Flashers 

Offer Economy and 

High Reliability 
Since it was first introduced in the early 1970's the 

SSAC "B-KON-FLASH" has shown a steady increase in 
popularity with commercial broadcasters. More dependa-
ble than the old mechanical flashers which many times 
size up when the temperature falls during the winter 
months, the SSAC "B-KON-FLASH" has been a proven 
performer, operating without problems at temperatures 
from -40 degrees to + 150 degrees. 

Not only is the price of the "B-KON-FLASH" much 
less than the old mechanical flashers, it is very popular 
because it increases lamp life by up to 10 times, be-
cause of the units zero switching voltage. The highest 
inrush current occurs at the peak of the voltage sine 
wave in a lamp load circuit. If switching occurs at any 
other phase of the voltage sine wave, the peak current 
through the bulb is less than the worst case. 

Quoting from an article 
that first appeared in the 
June 1975 issue of "An-
tennas and Towers" . . 
. "typically, the maxi-
mum inrush current can 
be ten times as great as 
the steady-state peak 
current while the peak 
inrush current with zero 
voltage switching can be 
approximately five times 
as great as the steady 
state peak current as 
shown in Fig. 1 & 2. 
Zero voltage switching of 
a lamp allows for a soft 
"turn on" that reduces 
the initial peak of inrush 
current by half, and 
greatly increases lamp 
life." 
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Figure 1. Inrush cur ent at peak voltage point. 
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Figure 2. Inrush current at zero-voltage point. 
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Eddo/tia XoWook 
NOVEMBER. The weather's colder but the discussion 

between engineers and the SBE continues as warm as 
ever. Mr. Arendall, in our lead article this month, we 
think, made some good points but is still coming across 
as critical of Common Point for complaints or differ-
ences of opinion by "Reader-Engineers". 

October was busy . . . with the Broadcasters Clinic 
sponsored by the University of Wisconsin in Madison 
still growing and more popular than ever . . . and the 
new Tri-State SBE meeting in Indianapolis reported to 
be an unqualified success. 
Common Point Winner . . . for the month of 

November is Radio Station WNHV located in White 
River Junction, Vermont. Each month our winner is 
given $100 credit to use as they see fit. Be sure to 
return your acknowledgement card. That's your only 

requirement. 
It's Great To Be A Subscriber . . . to Common Point 

even though it can, and possibly does come to you 
absolutely free. The 2% discount available as a sub-
scriber saved one station $40.00 on their new produc-
tion room. Not a bad return on a $6.00 subscription. 
Used Equipment . . . used equipment inquiries are 

increasing every day, 
and hopefully by January 
a simple call to an 800 
number will give you the 
info you need. (A) Want 
to buy? You get current 
prices and availability. 
(B) Want to sell? We 
keep a list of inquiries . 
. . help you find the 
right buyer . . . and at 
the right price. We hope 
to make it work not un-
like the "used car blue 
book" that every car 
dealer and banker works 
from. 
Money Crunch . . . is 

really showing its ugly 
head and making itself 
felt these past few 
months. Companies that 
have been known for 
fast service have in 
some cases had to cut those big inventories slowing 
deliveries from days to weeks . . . sometimes many 
weeks. Another problem we have been told is the diffi-
culty in getting the best help. In the past year, three 
transmitter manufacturers have been sold . . . one long 
established cart machine manufacturer has bowed out 
completely, a second is looking for a way out, and 
another was reported sold to a Japanese firm on two 
occasions but for some reason the deal fell through. 
What's happening?? You tell me. Use your "Talkback" 
or drop us a line. Let's get a concensus of opinions. 

Finally . . .for this month . . . as far as our readers 
are concerned, the FCC is still in trouble. The vote of 
confidence check mark on your acknowledgement card is 
still running about 60/40 against our great leaders. 

***** 

YE OLDE EDITOR 
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Twice again: Shure 

sets the standard 

for the industry! 

Introducing two new microphone mixers 
Ten years ago—with the introduction of the 

M67 and M68 — Shure set the standards of 
the industry for compact, portable micro-

M267 
For Professional Broadcasting 
Both TV and Rao—in the studio and for 
remo le broadcast applications 

For Professional Recording 

For Professional Sound 
Reinforcement 
For more complex public address 
systems 

With all these new features: 
• Switchable. fast-attack limiter 
• LED peak indicator 
• Ail inputs switchable for mic or line 
• Simplex power 
• C reater headphone power 
• Built-in battery supply 
• LDwer noise 
• Reduced distortion 

and all cf the famous M67 original features 

$295.00 

phone mixers. Shure is now introducing two 
new mixers with features and improvements 
that will make them the new industry 
standards. 

M268 
For Public Address and Paging 
In hotels, schools, churches, community 
centers, hospitals. etc 

For the Serious Tape Recording 
Enthusiast 

As an Add-On Mixer for 
Expanding Current Equipment 

With all these new features: 
• Lower noise 
• Dramatic reduction in distortion 
• Mix bus 
• Automatic muting circuit 
• Simplex power 

and all of Me famous M68 original features 

Both new models include the same ruggedness 
and reliability that have made the M67 and M68 
the top-sellinc mixers in the industry 

$195.00 
For complete i•formation un the M267;iand M268 send in for a detailea product brochure ( ask for AL669) 

the Sound of the Professional% ' @in 
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Distributed by 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES INC. 

FOR 

19 E. Irving - Oshkosh, WI 54901 

Orban 
provides the extra edge! 

by 
Sid Goldstein, 
Marketing Manager 
Orban Professional 

Audio Products 

1 

The past few years have seen a rapid increase in the 
interest in audio processing tools for the radio produc-
tion room. This is due to a number of factors. The 
broadcaster, in order to remain competitive in the 
marketplace, has been challenged to come up with 
more innovative, attention-getting commercials and sta-
tion promos. This has been perpetuated by the fact 
that the listener is now used to high-quality production 
work and has come to expect, or perhaps more accu-
rately, demand it in order to be motivated. 

111B Reverberation 

FAST SERVICE, CALL ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ORDER/INFO LINE ... 1-800-558-0222 
Common Point/Nov. 1981 
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Years ago, the most extensive processing equipment 
which existed in many stations was a graphic equalizer. 
Now, due to the plethora of new techniques 4lich have 
been derived from the recording industry, mtioy top 
stations are using a vast array of parametric equettt.,7s. 
analog and digital delay lines, pitch changing devices, 
limiter/compressors, aural exciters, de-essers, stereo 
synthesizers, and, of course, reverberation. It is finally 
possible to assemble a processing system for a produc-
tion room which will not only allow for creative pro-
duction but will also solve a wide variety of basic 
audio problems like noise, dynamic range control, sibi-
lance, loudness enhancement, and special effects. 
And the listener, who has cut his teeth on high-

quality record production is now listening to radio pro-
duction with open ears. Many stations, of course, have 
already made substantial investments in top-quality 
gear. However, not all stations can afford a big budget 
purchase, and therefore have to look closely at price/ 
performance values it order to sensibly acquire the 
basic tools they need. 

At Orban, we've focused our efforts for a number of 
years on development of many of these techniques. Our 
Model 111B Dual Spring Reverb is used to create 
special effects in the production of commercials and 
promos and over the air. Reverb does not always have 
to be noticed to be appreciated however. Many stations 
add just a hint of reverb to make straight voice pro-
gram sound more realistic. 

(cont. on page 11) 



IT COSTS MORE -- BUT IT HAS MORE --

8 

IT'S THE SONY TCM-5000 
THE PORTABLE CASSETTE-CORDER WITH PROFESSIONAL FEATURES, 

UNSURPASSED PERFORMANCE 
The professional quality, dependable TOM-5000 
is one of the most exceptional cassette-corders 
available today. Compact and convenient to 
operate, this unique unit has a three-head 
recording/monitor system for high quality 
recordings. And with the combination 
headset/microphone unit, you can listen and 
record at the same time and get professional mic-
mixing results. Sony's counter-inertial flywheel 
system minimizes "wow" and "flutter" when you're 
in motion—so you can conduct your interviews on 
the move. And if it takes all night, you're assured of 
20 hours of recording time (with alkaline batteries). 
Plus, it has a four-way power supply capability, 
continuous tone control and locking pause control 
system. The portable, professional cassette-
corder with unsurpassed performance. The 
TOM-5000. 

Features 
• Three-head recording/monitor system, 
for professional-quality recordings 

• Counter- inertial flywheel system for tape 
transport stability when unit is in motion 

• Automatic or manual recording adjustment, 
for optimum recording levels 

• Fully automatic shut-off to protect 
cassette and minimize wear 

• Pre-end alarm LED and audible signal through 
earphone 

A. 

A. Front panel showing speed control and source/tape selector 
B. Manual recording level controls and level/battery meter 

Specifications 
System: 2 track 1 channel monaural 

Frequency response: 90-9,000 Hz 

Inputs: External microphone, mixing microphone, 
line, external DC input, remote 

Output: Earphone 

Power output: 700 mW (max.) 

Speaker: 3W dynamic 
Battery life: Approx. 20 hours recording time with 

"C" x 4 alkaline batteries 

*44995 

• Variable playback speed control (+ 40%, — 20%) 

• Microphone/headset for special mic-mixing 
included 

• Three-digit tape counter 

• Locking pause control 

• Four-way power supply capability 

• Contiluous tone control 

• Record level/battery meter with battery check 

• Compact size for portable convenience 

• Source/tape monitoring selector 

B. 

Power requirements: Battery "C" x 4 (6V) (batteries included) • AC 120V 60 Hz with 
AC power adaptor AC-61 (optional) • Rechargeable Battery Pack BP-16H (optional) • 
DC 12V with Car Battery Cord DCC-127A (optional) 

Dimensions: 21/4" H x let/8" W x 53/4" D 

Weight: 3 lbs. 3 oz. (with batteries inserted) 
Supplied accessordes: Batteries ("C" x 4), Microphone/headset (CBH-2), 
connecting cord (RK-69A), shoulder belt, carrying case, blank tape 

All specifications are subject to change without notice 

DISTRIBUTED BY 

ELECTRONIC INE. DUSTRIES INCORPORATED 
Common Point/Nov.1981 
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WOW . . . 
(cont. from page 1) 

WOW is owned and operated by the Meredith 
Publishing Company which it acquired in 1961. There 
have been many interesting changes in its 58 year his-
tory. Broadcasts originated initially from the WOAW 
Crystal Studios, a show place and tourist attraction in 
Omaha. The studios were later moved to another loca-
tion in 1935, again in 1960, and finally to the present 
location in 1976. 
Power wise, the station started out at 500 watss, 

increasing to 1000 watts in January 1925. The next 
change came in Dec. 1935 when power went to 5000 
watts days, 1000 watts nights. The next change came 
in November 1939 when the FCC granted permission to 
use full time power of 5000 watts. 

Transmitter Building 

& Tower 

Master Control Room 

The station has operated on four different frequencies 
. . . starting out in April 1923 on 833.3 Khz . . . 
then to 750 Khz in June, and still further down to 570 
Khz in August, all in the first year. WOW made their 
final move to their present frequency of 590 Khz in 
June of 1926 . . . a frequency considered one of the 
most valuable in the AM band enabling them to reach 
out to a 200 mile radius, the largest service coverage 
area reported in the whole state d Nebraska. 

Westing ouse Transmitter High Voltage Rectifiers 

Back in the days when all programming was "live" . 
. . WOW joined the NBC network in the fall of 1927 . 
. . carrying programs from both the "red" and the 
"blue" network. In 1945 when the Federal Government 
forced NBC to dispose of one network in an anti-mono-
poly action, and the "blue" network became the ABC 
network. WOW stayed with NBC until the early 1950's 
when it switched to CBS. WOW became affiliated with 
the ABC Information Network in July 1970, and finally 
to the ABC Contemporary Net in March 1974. 
WOW - - just one more chapter in the proud history 

of radio. 

Pictures published by permission of Meredith Corp. with our added 
thanks to Jim Eddens, G.M., and especially to Harry Stutzman, 
Chief Engineer. 

YOU CAN SPEND MORE, 
BUT SHOULD YOU? 

Join the many stations who 
have turned to Pioneer for a 

good job ... at a fair price. 

Pioneer RT 707 

oe r 
r 

PRICED AT — JUST $625.00 
CONVERTED TO 1/2 TRACK SINGLE DIRECTION 
RECORD/PLAYBACK WITH NORTRONIC HEADS 
AND FULLY WARRANTEED — JUST $1195.50 

Pioneer RT 909 
..41111 

• • • 0 -• 

• %;.• 
• •  

t o (f"-* 

PRICED AT — JUST $725 00 
CONVERTED TO 1/2 TRACK RECORD/PLAYBACK 
SINGLE DIRECTION FOR PRODUCTION ROOM 

— JUST $1295.50 

Sold & Serviced by 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES INC. 
Oshkosh, Wis. 54901 

414-235-8930 

Common Point/Nov. 1981 
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Disgruntled? You Bet'cha! 
1 must be the "one disgruntled member out of 

4,000" that Ron Arendall alludes to in his letter in 
your September '81 edition. 
I joined SBE, in September, 1980. Along about early 

'81, I received a note from Pat Satter, SBE secretary, 
to the effect that my dues would come due, in April. 
"Impossible," cries I. "Why, I just joined . . . my 
dues shouldn't be due until September!" "No," says 
Pat. SBE membership is based on a fiscal year, from 
April to March. "Your dues are due the following 
April, even though you paid for a year, and didn't get 
a year's membership out of your money." 
Nowhere, Bud, is this fact mentioned in SBE's pro-

motional literature. Nor do they mention it in the pac-
ket you receive when you join. The member is not 
made aware of this little item until April, next follow-
ing his joining the organization. Even then, if the 
member isn't on top of things and doesn't realize that 
a year hasn't gone by since he joined, he isn't told 
about the fiscal year membership. I think, if someone 
got up on his hind legs and took this thing to court, 
SBE could be had for fraud. It certainly lines some-
one's pockets! 
When I complained, Satter sent me a copy of a let-

ter that Arendall had written to another "disgruntled" 
member with the same complaint. It seems the reason 
SBE does things this way is that it costs too much 
money to process applications over a year's period; it's 
cheaper to do them all at once, and, besides, a lot of 
other professional organizations do things that way, why 
not SBE? (It seems to me it would cost the same to 
process X amount of paper work, whether it be done 
over a period of time, and, if all IEEE members 
jumped over a cliff, I suppose Arendall would want all 
SBE members to do likewise). 

For the six and a half months my year's dues got 
me, I received three issues of a news-letter (your's, 
though not as glossy, is better, and I get it, free), 
and the opportunity to attend one meeting, in Cincin-
nati (work kept me from making it). 
As far as certification is concerned, come on, fellas, 

admit it . . . you're running scared! We don't need a 
slip of paper to say we can work on electronic goodies. 
Look at Canada . . . they don't have operator licen-
ses, and in many respects, they do better than we do! 
If you think straight, I think you'll see the elimination 
of a license as a Godsend. You no longer need require 
a First on the part of your assistant, and your employ-
er need no longer require one of you. It was just 
given lip service, anyway. How many "Podunk Hollow" 
radio stations do we know of, that had the friendly 
local ham radio operator make repairs, and have the 

FOR FAST SERVICE, CALL ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ORDER/INFO LINE 
Common Point/Nov. 1981 
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station's " quickie-school" First sign off the maintenance 
log? Now, you can hire someone who is really qualified 
for the job. I recently had an opening for an assistant. 
Most of the applicants had seconds, some were not li-
censed at all. Most were qualified, but I wouldn't even 
talk to them, because they didn't have a First. The 
day after I hired someone, FC dropped its bomb shell. 
I got a good man, but maybe I could have done better 
. . . if he didn't have to have a First. 
"But the management of W-cheap is going to hire 

the local CB operator to fix the goodies, now . 
So, what? If you were any good before the elimination, 
you're still as good . . . go in and fix the stuff at 
W-cheap when the CB operator gets through fixing it, 
and charge through the nose! Handled right, the FCC's 
elimination of the First can be a gold mine. It won't 
be, if everyone gets the idea that you need a SBE 
"first!" 

Stations which hire engineers because they are really 
needed, not because they are a bureaucratic require-
ment, will continue to do so. Possession of a First is 
just one requirement that won't be in the picture, any-
more. Such stations will still hire engineers capable of 
the job . . . and pay them. 

Disgruntled? You bet'chal 
And why everyone seems to think your idea of a 

"hot line" should be administered by SBE, I'll never 
know. Probably another manifestation of the old "The 
Sky Is Falling" syndrome, created by FCC's elimination 
of the First. Why can't Electronic Industries administer 

it?Anyway, as to the employment situation: If I have an 
opening, SBE certification will NOT be a requirement. 
If a person has a track record, I will talk to his pre-
vious employers. If he doesn't, I will look at his educa-
tion. Folks, I think that if an applicant has a degree 
(even an associates) in electronics, or a diploma from a 
reputable vocational or correspondence school (why do I 
think CIE?), in electronics, he is better qualified for a 
job than if he had a First or ANYBODY's certification! 

Patrick J. Shirley 
Centerville, Ohio 

***** 

QUOTABLE QUOTES . . . 

. . . what SBE re-Certification should mean is that 
you, as an Engineer, know what you're doing. Period. 
SBE's insistance on certain criteria which do not ad-
dress themselves to an Engineer's competancy to do his 
job cannot and will not contribute to the respect that 
Broadcasting needs and wants to have for the SBE 
Certification program. 

A. B. Reis, Chief Engineer 
WIVS/WXRD 
Crystal Lake/Woodstock, IL. 

1-800-558-0222 



THE BROADCAST INDUSTRIES' 

ONLY LIMITED 3 YEAR WARRANTEE 

CART MACHINE 

• Simultaneous record and playback 

• Deck assemblies interchangeable between DB-1000, 
DB-2000 and DB-3000 Series machines 

• Individual electronics for each deck ( interchange-
able) 

• Manual fast forward, standard. 

• Plug-in board provides for field installation of 
Cue I, Cue II option 

• Plug-in modules for field conversion from playback 
to record configuration 

• Indirect drive DC servo Hall effect motor not 
affected by line-frequency variations 

• Low voltage air damped solenoid 

• Internal adjustable speed control 

• Front panel pressure roller azimuth adjustment 

• Factory wired for easy conversion to stereo 

• Accepts NAB A & B size cartridges 

• Provision for external cue audio input for text 
logging 

• Meets or exceeds NAB specifications 

• Jumper conversion to 220 V 50/60 Hz. 

• The cart machine series designed by experienced professionals to allow for possible changing station/market 
needs 

• Being wired for stereo - you can start mono and field convert to stereo 

• Speed control and pressure roller aximuth adjustments for that "just right" sound 

• DB-1000 single deck and DB-3000 triple deck models also available 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED 
19 E. I RVING — OSHKOSH, WI 54901 

*prices shown are tentative 

Common Point/Nov. 1981 
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COMMON POINT CATALOO  

THE MOST VERSATILE BROAi 
LIMITED 3 YEAF 1".:11E1  

 1 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

DB-1000, DB-2000 and DB-3000 mono playback units are pre-

wired for stereo and to accept Recorder Modules 

DB-2000 and DB-3000 Record/Playback units can simultaneously 

record and playback 

DB-2000 and DB-3000 Record/Playback units dub deck to deck 

decks are 100% removable and interchangable 

decks have individual electronics 

decks have front pressure roller azimuth adjustment 

decks use individual low voltage solenoid 

IC's and transistors are common types easily procured at local 

electronic supplers 

models use the same DC servo Hall effect motors that are not 

affected by line frequency variations 

options are easily installed in the field after leaving the factory 

machines equipped with cue lights for visual cue monitoring 

for each deck while in playback mode 

STANDARD: Recorder Modules wired for plug-in QI and Oil Tone 

Generator PC board 

STANDARD: Cue tones can be applied while recording or during 
playback -- also simultaneously QI and QII operation 

STANDARD: Cue tone and Bias check -- metering on front panel 

STANDARD: Provision for external cue audio input and output for 

text logging 

STANDARD: Reorder Modules have 1KHz disable jumper plug 

STANDARD: Line voltage change internal vv/jumper -- 120/240V 

STANDARD: 7'A ips to 3-3/4 ips switchable on power supply PC 
board with potentiometer to adjust individual speed 

STANDARD: Manual Fast Forward on front panel 

STANDARD: Headphone monitor output on Recorder Module 

front panel 

STANDARD: Microphone input on mono Record models, front 

panel 

DB-TEL 
TELEPHONE ANSWERING INTERFACE 
Automatic telephone answering for DB one, two, and three deck cart 

machines with a built-in call counter. 

245.00 

DB-10 MONO/STEREO TURNTABLE PREAMP 
High quality turntable preamplifier featuring up to date integrated 
circuitry, with conservative design and employing readily available IC's 

mounted on plug-in sockets. 

/# • 
led1111 

Im]=1 
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The modules, PC boards and deck pic-
tured at right, will mate with any of our 
three basic chassis to obtain 8 differ-

ent configuration of each one, two, or 
three deck DB cart machine. 

Example: Buy a basic mono playback 
only machine and later if your needs 
change, that same machine can be 
field upgraded to stereo record/play-
back with all three tones! 

SPLIT CASE 
All new DB one, two and three deck cart machines come 
with split cases for easy access, top or bottom, for 
inspection and routine maintenance. 

SOLD AND SERV 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIE 



COMMON POINT CATALOO 

)CAST CARTRIDGE MACHINE 
WARRANTY 

DAVE DLRST, President 

DB 
ACCU-
PHASE 

The Accu/Phase head bracket is ruggedly constructec of 

heavy, nonmagnetic components and will maintain ad-
justment during extremely heavy use. Adjustments are 

simple and easy with only one locking screw required to 

hold setting precisely. The head bracket assembly car be 

prealigned, removed for backup replacement, and rein-

stalled without readjustment. 

S INCORPORATED 
Common Foint/Nov. 1981 
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COMMON POINT CATALINA 

AUDIO TAPE CARTRIDGE MACHINES 

SINGLE DECK MONOPHONIC  
(for A & B Size Cartridges) 

Part Number 

900-1000 
900-1030 
900-1001 
900-1031 

Model 

DB-1000 
DB-1030 
DB-1001 
DB-1031 

Description 

Reproducer, 1Q 

Reproducer, 30 
Recorder/Reproducer, 1Q 
Recorder/Reproducer, 3C1 

SINGLE DECK STEREOPHONIC 
(for A & B Size Cartridges) 

900-1100 
900-1130 
900-1101 
900-1131 

DB-1100 
DB-1130 
DB-1101 
DB-1131 

Reproducer, 10 
Reproducer, 3Q 
Recorder/Reproducer, 1Q 
Recorder/Reproducer, 3Q 

TWO DECK MONOPHONIC 
(for A & B size Cartridges) 

900-2000 
900-2030 
900-2001 
900-2031 

DB-2000 
DB-2030 
DB-2001 
DB-2031 

Reproducer, 1Q 
Reproducer, 30 
Recorder/Reproducer, 1C1 
Recorder/Reproducer, 30 

TWO DECK STEREOPHONIC 
(for A & B size Cartridges) 

900-2100 
900-2130 
900-2101 
900-2131 

DB-2100 
DB-2130 
DB-2101 
DB-2131 

Reproducer, la 
Reproducer, 30 
Recorder/Reproducer, 10 
Recorder/Reproducer, 3Q 

THREE DECK MONOPHONIC 
(for A & B size Cartridges) 

900-3000 DB-3000 
900-3030 DB-3030 
900-3001 DB-3001 
900-3031 DB-3031 

Reproducer, 1Q 
Reproducer, 30 

Recorder/Reproducer, 1C2 
Recorder/Reproducer, 30 

THREE DECK STEREOPHONIC 
(for A & B size Cartridges) 

900-3100 
900-3130 
900-3101 
900-3131 

DB-3100 
DB-3130 
DB-3101 
DB-3131 

DB 

Reproducer, 10 
Reproducer, 3C1 
Recorder/Reproducer, 1Q 
Recorder/Reproducer, 30 

• Prices subject to change without notice. Prices FOB factory. 

D-B ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760 

Sold 8 Serviced by 

Domestic Price • 

$ 990 
1080 
1690 
1855 

$1110 
1200 
2010 
2175 

$1850 
1950 
2550 
2725 

$2050 
2150 
2950 
3125 

$2300 
2450 
3000 
3225 

$2700 
2850 
3600 
3825 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES INC.,19 E. Irving, Oshkosh, WI 54901 
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ORBAN 
(cont. from page 3) 

526A Dynamic Sibilance Controller 

6226 Parametric Equalizer 

672A Equalizer 

Our Model 526A De-Esser allows for bright high-fre-
quency equalization to be used on voice without adding 
annoying sibilance to the voice. Both of our Parametric 
Equalizers, the Model 622B and the 672A (mono) or 
674A (stereo), offer extremely flexible equalization with 
control far beyond basic graphic equalizers. Because of 

the unique design of both devices, useful notch filtering 
is available to help clean up remotes, netword feeds, 
and other noisy material. The quality of many agency-
provided spots is often appalling, and units like these 
can help restore more life to these prodixtions. 

245E Stereo Synthesizer 

418A Stereo Compressor/Limiter 

Our 245E Stereo Synthesizer can be used on mono 
cart machines to create a full stereo format, or it can 
pre-process mono material, like spots, into pseudo-stereo 
before getting on to a stereo cart. It can also " Stereo-
ize" old mono records and the DJ microphone. 

Lastly, our Model a'18A Stereo Compressor/Limiter, a 

derivative of the famous "Optimod" circuitry, is con-
ceived as a production studio processor to control dyna-
mic range and high-frequency distortion when transfer-
ring mixed stereo material from one format to another. 

All of these devices, along with others on the mar-

ket, can provide the extra edge that many stations look 
for when trying to compete in the 1980's marketplace. 
As improved audio processing takes place in the trans-
mission process, through devices like our "Optimod", 
only makes sense that the broadcast production room 

must evolve as well in order to get closer to the high-
quality audio demands of the listener and provide a 
continuity of sound from one to the other. 

***** 

MEDICI 
North Dakota . . . First Ticket should have been 

written and apprenticeship. RTO has to be written only 
. . am SBE member but having reservations. 
Washington . . . Bud, go a little easy on the SBE. 

They may not be perfect but a damn site better than 
AES or NAB and NRBA combined . . . WHA item 
was great . . . NRBA Convention was disappointment . 
. . Hi to Mims. 

Ohio . . . assuming you have not taken SBE state-
ment out of context . . . agree with you about censor-
ship. Keep up comments about loss of the "First". 
New York . . . with demise of " First" and "Se-

cond" . . . area broadcast engineer & "Hotline" more 
important . . . but as Mr. Persons so aptly noted . . . 
there's no sub for a full time QUALIFIED engineer. 

Missouri . . . for the FCC: Next question: "Who is 
the Chief Operator??" 

Iowa . . . FCC needs panel of "broadcast engineers" 
to set up exams . . . learned more working under di-
rection of C.E. than any book. Good idea for RTO 
along with exam. 

Texas . . . Sept. editor reply was great . . . none 
has right to censorship. 
Ohio . . . does SBE want censorship? . . . bad 

enough the FCC fouls things up . . . now SBE wants 
part of action. 

Arkansas . . . new RTO exam should be given by 
C.B.'ers . . . they know more than the FCC . . . 10-4 
Good Buddy. 

Indiana . . . owners have cut off nose by support of 
change in 1st Ticket . . . engineers will abandon radio. 

Oregon . . . RTO maybe . . . apprenticeship good 
idea . . . I've preached it for years. Maybe SBE should 
investigate offering the "grandfather option" again . . . 
wasn't much use to us out in the boonies before. 

Virgin Islands . . . when you get cold enough . . . 
come on down . . . our all time low was 64 degrees . 
. . it was a freezing nite. 

Ohio . . . starting to get difficult to find articles 
amidst the commercials. 

Oregon . . . liked Persons' console article but how 
could someone with radio knowledge buy or use B.E. 
board?? 

Missouri . . . re Sept. letter to editor . . . certain 
freedoms mean so much to us in radio and TV indus-
try and then there is the SBE president requesting a 
private mag to clear itself with him before press . 
we don't need that. 

Kansas . . . have met many DJ's with First Ticket 
who didn't know anything about engineering . . . also 
met good technicians who didn't have " First". It's not 
a good indicator of ability 

Idaho . . . my First Phone is now defunct . 
doesn't bother me at all . . . I'm self taught . 
exam was no problem . . . I know what I can do . 
don't need fancy card. 

Mississippi . . . "First" situation is debacle . . . 
SBE no help for me . . . need some realistic dialog 
with commission . . . stop appointing lawyers and in-
clude a few people with technical expertise. 

Texas . . . FCC did it this time with new RTO . . . 
think SBE should design new test . . . including writ-
ten AND apprenticeship. 

Wisconsin . . . Sept. Editor's Notebook . . . excel-
lent objective comments . . . 100% RTO . . . SBE 
trying to be another FCC. 

***** 
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PERSONS' 

POST 

SCRIPTS 
by Mark Persons 

Response to the July edition of this column was tre-
mendous. As you'll recall, I gave "Hints and Kinks" 
on transmitter problems. A number of readers wrote to 
tell of their experiences. 
Jim Alexander of KARV Radio in Russellville, Arkan-

sas had these suggestions for Gates/Harris BC1T/G 
transmitter owners: 

The screen resistors on the audio drivers 
tend to overheat and shift in value requir-
ing frequent replacement. This problems 
seems to be aggravated when hitting the 
audio hard. The following is a permanent 
cure. 

1. Replace the R16/24 and R15/25 combi-
nations, feeding from B+ to the screens of 
the audio drivers with three 220K., 2 watt 
resistors in parallel. This gives 73.3K., 6 
watts from the combination instead of the 
original 75K., 4 watts. 

2. Replace R13 and R14, feeding from the 
screens of the audio drivers to ground, with 
two 91K., 2 watt resistors in parallel. This 
gives 45.5K., 4 watts instead of the original 
47K., 2 watts. 

Place a small piece of cardboard on top 
of the R.F. driver variable tank capacitor. 
This precludes flys being attracted by the 
filament glow of the 833A finals and then 
falling between the capacitor plates. This 
results in an arc over resulting in a trip to 
the transmitter site. 
The 807 R.F. drivers of the stock BC1T 

are virtually always starved for grid drive, 
commonly less than 1 MA. I used to swap 
the two 2 watt resistors on J1 of the oscil-
lator deck for a cure. However, Harris has 
come up with a better fix on the BC1G 
which should be incorporated in all BC1T's. 
Remove the following components from J1 

of the M-5422 oscillator deck: 
1. R13, 47K., 2 watt from pins 6 and 7. 
2. R12, 1K., 2 watt from pins 5 and 6. 
Then install a 39PF., 500 v. silver mica 

from pin 5 to b of JI in place of R12 just 

removed. 
This increased drive to the R.F. drivers 

to the area of 4-5 MA, resulting in longer 
life for the tubes and usually more drive to 
the finals. 

Engineering consultant Doug McDonnel said to 
replace 6BG6 tubes with 807's. Make sure the modula-
tor overload is set at less than one ampere. Failure of 
a 47 ohm resistor in the audio driver will burn a hole 
in the plate of an 833A modulator if the overload is 
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set too high. Check the porcelin feedthru in the top of 
the transmitter for signs of dirt that might arc over 
causing a momentary overload. 
Dan Kelly of KVSF Radio in Sante Fe, New Mexico 

gave the following story: 

KVSF uses a Harris MW-5A 5kw AM. 
Recently, in the middle of our broadcast 
day it shut down with a DC overload fault 
indication. After putting our standby kilo-
watter on the air, I followed the recom-
mended troubleshooting procedure in the 
manual with no luck. Called in our local 
transmitter expert (al la ABES?) who spent 
the next six hours going through the trans-
mitter. The problem was finally located! 
There are three UFS10 rectifiers, 1CR15, 16 
and 17 in the cubical assembly that can go 
bad after a while. (We've only had our 
transmitter for 14 months!) Our theory was 
that one, perhaps two of these rectifiers 
have been bad for a long time and finally 
the third one went. (At least it waited until 
2 in the afternoon . . . just after I arrived 
at work!) Harris, during a late-night phone 
call, informed us that we could operate 
without them, as their primary purpose is 
the help negative overshoot. Apparently 
some early MW-5/5A models do not have 
these rectifiers and some only have two, 
while three are used in the current produc-
tion models. I believe it may be a good 
idea for stations using this transmitter to 
check these rectifiers individually with an 
ohm meter and replace if shorted to 
prevent future problems. Thought I'd pass 
it along. 
By the way . . . my MW-5A has a small 

audio problem which I understand is not 
corrected with the introduction of the Harris 
MW-5B. And that is a phase shift at the 
lower frequencies which boosts the low end 
and makes it all muddy. Didn't notice pro-
blem til I bought Orban AM-Optimod. Be-
fore that I didn't have a low end with the 
AGC/Limiter used and hence, no problem. 
You or any readers experience this? Any 
solution? 

Many thanks to these people for sharing their ex-
perience. 

***** 

audio-technuca 
INNOVATION PRECISION d INTEGRITY 

ATP-1 
$12.95 
Upgrade to similarly priced 
Stanton 500AL & Shure M44-7 

ATP-2 REGULAR PRICE 
S28.00 

REGULAR PRICE 
$17 00 

$19.95 
Upgrade to similarly priced 
Shure S35C or Stanton 600 Series 

ATP-3 
$31.95 
Upgrade to similarly priced 
Stanton 681 Series 

REGULAR PRICE . . 
E52.00 



FOR SALE: Marti STL — Mono — approx. 

6 years old — factory rebuilt 2 years ago, 

asking $ 1700.00. Call Don at 517-265-

1500. 

FOR SALE: AEL 2202A FM Exciter, 

AEL 2213 stereo generator, $ 1500.00; 

4 ITC 750 PB decks — mint condition, 

$1000 each; 

2 Marti CLA 40 Limiters, $300 each; 

2 Electro-Voice RE51 mics, 1/2 price; 

1 Orban 245 stereo synthesizer, $370. 

Call Mark Persons, 218/829-1326. 

USED EQUIPMENT -- buy -- sell -- trade! 

Use Common Point classifieds to do the job. 

Stanton Model 310 
Professional Phono 
Preampl i fier/ 
Equalizer 

GOOD AS NEW -- TWO -- that's right! — 

two IGM Stereo Insta-Carts, one year old, 

$9,500.00 each. First come/first served. 
Contact Chuck Tifft, Meyers Broadcasting, 

701-223-0900. 

Why Subscribe When I 
Get It FREE! 

COMMON POINT SUBSCRIBERS SAVE 

AN ADDITIONAL 2% ON EACH AND 

EVERY INVOICE PLUS A ONCE A YEAR 

SPECIAL SAVINGS OF UP TO 10%. IT'S 

WORTH IT!! SEND YOUR $6 TODAY!! 

THE PROGRAMMER 3 
FO' LIVE ASSIST PROGRAMMING! 

•No more back cue burn 
•No more record scratch 
•No more "what cornea next"? 
•Complete program director control 

C.P.S. — 

SAVE $15.40 $770" 

SAVE 
30% 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

LEFTOVERS 

18 Andrews Hanger Kits 
3'766-11 Reg. $48.00/kit 

17 Andrews Adaptors 
31670-2 Reg. $ 18.00/kit 

3 Cablewave EIA ( GP) Conn 
72.8355 HCC 300-50 @ $231.00 

1 Cablewave Regulator Kit 
920188 @ S182.00 

EXTRA 5% 

ON PACKAGE BUY 
call 

414-235-8930 

RUSSCO 
TONE ARM 

_ 

RTA-12 

A tone arm for the professional that 
literally floats on slick moving instru-
ment ball bearing races and widely 
spaced jeweled pivots. Built to last 
a life time. 

RUSSCO RUGGED! 
Designed by Broadcast EnginEers 
for the Professional. 

BLANK- IT The multi-format 
magnetic tope eraser 

$4995 

DURACELL BATTERIES 
12-MN1300B2 ( 24 batt) D size   $11.80 

12-MN1400B2 (24 ball) C size   $16.80 

12-MN1500B2 ( 24 batt) AA size   $13.08 

12-MN1604B ( 12 batt) 9 volt   $16.56 

12-MN1604132 ( 24 bat-t) 9 Volt-2 oak $31.62 

FOR FAST SERVICE, CALL ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ORDER/IN FO LINE ... 1-800-558-0222 
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$89.95 

COMPUTEMP2 
FOR THAT NEWS DEPT. OR 

QUICK "LIVE ASSIST" 

eft. 

COMPUTEMP 

100' PROBE EXTENSION $9.95 

PREVIOUS HIGH/PREVIOUS LOW 
TEMPERATURE MEMORY 

At your fingertips. Computemp 2 will 

display the days extreme temperatures, 
and you'll k non/ the exact time each took 

place. The electronic memory records the 

information autornatically. 

HELP PROTECT LIVESTOCK 

TEMPERATURE ALARM 

As the temperate reaches a pre-determin-

ed setting, one vat: choose anywhere with-

in the -40° F to - 130' F range, the Comp-
utemp 2 alerts you. The many uses for this 

function are limited only by your imag-

ination. May be switched in or out. 

1 Z. 

Outdoor Indoor 
Temperature Temperature 

Day's high & time 

of occurance 

Day's low & time 
of occurance 

TIME ALARM 

The unit even has a handy time alarm 

which will alert you daily as needed. 

Computemp 2 continuously displays in-

formation at a iilance with a bright LED 
readout easily visible. 

NOV. CASH WITH ORDER --
SAVE 10% 

at 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES INC. 
19 E. IRVING 

OSHKOSH, WI 54901 

A.V.E. BROADCAST 

CARTRIDGE 
REBUILDING 
SERVICE 

• COMPLETELY CLEANED 

• ONLY APPROVED TAPE 

• 72-HOUR TURN-AROUND 
SERVICE IF REQUIRED 

40 SEC $1.45 

70 SEC 1.50 

100 SEC 1.60 
21/2 MIN 1.70 

31/2 MIN $1.80 

4% MIN $2.00 

51/2 MIN $2.10 

71/2 MIN $2.20 

101/2 MIN $2.40 

THE ALLIED 

"SHOCK ABSORBER" 

• prices shown for Audiopak A2 and Fideli-
pac 300 Series cartridges 

*for specified lengths use next higher price 

shown 
•add $. 10 to above prices for Aristocarts - 
Audiopak AA3 and Fidelipac 350's and 
380's 
•all carts reloaded with new double lube 
tape per mfg. specifications 

•cartridges reloaded with Fidelipac Hot Tape — 
add 15% to above prices 

•all carts pretested under actual broadcast 
conditions 

• like new cart 90-day warrantee with ap-
proved replacement of pad 

SHIP TO 

A.V.E. ELECTRONICS 
520 W. 14th Street 
Oshkosh, Wi 54901 

Allied's turntable isolator has been int-

egrated into a new package known as the 

"Shock Absorber" This approach at-

tacks head-on the many problems as-
sociated with protecting otherwise noise-
free turntable/arm combinations from all 

types of interference. 8-10 db feedback 
headroom improvement and up ' o 20 db 

isolation. 

Three-fourths of the cabinet is sand load-
able creating an accoustically and sympa-

thetic vibration-free environment as a 
foundation for the further isolated top 

plate, turntable and arm. 

A. Custom cut for your turntable — in-

laid lead aroJnd entire plate perimeter 

B. Turntable mount plate isolated from 

perimeter. 

C. Double suspension compound rubber 
shock mounts. 

D. Pocket door — access to shelf for elec-
tronics — shelf moves so that sand may 

be poured or bagged into entire lower 

chamber. 

E. Below this line, all joints are sealed 

for sand loading. 

F. Cutout of lower plate is large enough 

to accommodate turntabie, arm, arm 

cord and arm rest underhang to in-
sure that there is no physical contact 

with upper plate. 

G. 2" I.D. plastic ABS pipe — one left 

rear corner, one right rear corner. 
AC cords — audio cords. 

Attractively finished in black, gold, walnut 

or pecan laminate. 
For use only with direct drive units. 

ALLIED SHOCK ABSORBER .... $499. 

DISTRIBUTED BY 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES INC. 

FOR FAST SERVICE, CALL ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ORDER/INFO LINE ... 1-800-558-0222 
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COMMON POINT CLASSIFIEDS 

MARTI 
Model RPT-2 Series 

Hand-Carried 2.5-Watt 

Continucus-Duty Broadcast Quality 

Remote Pickup Transmitter 

FEATURES: 

* Portable operation on internal rechargeable nickel-

cadmium battery * Also contains AC power supply for 

AC operation and/or battery charging * Dual frequency 

operation ( One crystal included) * Meter indicates 

battery condition, RF power, and compression 

* Antenna mounted directly on unit * Broadcast-quality 

Compressor/Limiter handles toughest remote pickup 

conditions * Microphone input ( push-to-talk) and one 

Hi-Level input each with individual mixing ga;n controls 

* 2.5-watt continuous RF output * Direct FM modulator. 

RPT-2 

Transmitter 

$69 
MARTI 
aeciron,icJ, 

00 
SAVE 5% 

SUBJECT TD TERMS 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 
19 E. I RVING — OSHKOSH, WI 54901 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR BROADCASTERS 

•MR, CLIFF GROTH, 
Field Service Engineer 

Broadcast Electronic Services 
Box 94 • Eastern Avenue 
Ft. Atkinson, WI 53538 
414/261-9289 • Home 

414/563-7236 • Office 
414/563-6351 - WFAW 

•MR. RICHARD KENNEDY, 
Field Service Engineer 

Kentronics Communications 
Box 161 
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48013 
313/335-2010 

WLS COMMUNICATIONS 
William IBM Spitzer 

Box 460 

Rapid City, SD 57709 
605/343-6510 

•MR, ROBERT SCHAEFFER. 
Field Service Engineer 

Schaeffer Electronics 

203 Wilson Ave. 
West Bend, Wis. 53095 
414/338-3111 

•MR, MARK PERSONS, 
Field Service Engineer 

M. W. Persons & Assoc. 
Rt. 8, Box 406 
Brainerd, MN 56401 
218/829-1326 

•MAYNARD & ASSOC., 
Telecommunications Engineering 

Box 202 •ELECTRONIC ENG. SERV. 
East Lansing, MI 48823 James C. Droege 
517/339-3498 Route 3, Box 138 

Beatrice, Nebraska 68310 
•MR. RICHARD TYNER, 

Field Service Engineer 

Broadcast Service 
3965 Arrowinood Lane N. 
Minneapolis, MN 55441 
612/559-2280 

•MR. JOE BELLIS, 
Field Service Engineer 

RMF Associates 
329 Wheeler 
Scott City, MO 63780 
314/264.2972 

•TRANSCOM ASSOC. 
3322 W. 6th St. Rd. 
Greeley, CO 80631 
David Sawyer 
Claud Van Horn 
303/356-1310 
303/353-9383 

• roarob•I Of Society Of Broadcast Engineers 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES BROADCAST LINE CARD 

ANTENNAS 

AM Antenn.t 
Pi. Rod 
LOA ( Folded Uni -Pole) 

Porta Towers 
FM Antennas 

Phelps- Dodge 
Antenna Tuners 

Wilk inson 

TRANSMISSION LINE & CABLE 

Belden 
Cabal wave 

AM TRANSMITTERS 

CSI 
Wilkinson 

FM TRANSMITTERS 

Broadcast Electronics 
CSI 
Wilk inson 

FM EXCITERS - 
STEREO GENERATORS 

Broadcast Electronics 
Opt mod 
Wilkinson 

FM BOOSTERS 

Robert Jones 
by Tepco 

MONITORS 

Balar 
Mc Marton 
Potomac Instruments 

AUDIO PROCESSORS 

Broadcast Electronics 
Dorrough 
I novonics 
Marti 
Orban 

AUDIO CONSOLES 

Autogram 
Broadcast Electronics 
LPB 

McMartin 
Micro- Trek 
Pro- Tech 
RUssco 

Shure 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 

Audisar 
Sescorn 

TURNTABLES 

CIRK 
Russco 
Technics 

TONE ARMS 

Audio Technic. 
Micro•Trak 
CIRK 
Shure 

TURNTABLE CARTRIDGES 

Audio Technic. 
Shure 
Stanton 

TURNTABLE PREAMPS 

Broadcast Electronics 
Micio-Trak 
Russ«, 
Shure 
Sescom 

MISC. AUDIO 

Sescom 
Telex 

STUDIO TRANSMITTER LINK 

Mary 
Moseley 
Micro-Control 
Vega 

REMOTE CONTROL 

Marto 
Moseley 

MICROPHONES 

AKG 
Electro-Voice 
Shure 

Turner- Telex 

WIRELESS MICROPHONES  

Telex 
Vega 

MICROPHONE STANDS 8. ARMS 

AKG 
Asiatic 
Electro-Voice 
Luxo 
Shure 

TAPE CARTRIDGE MACHINES 

Audi-Cord 
Broadcast Electronics 
DB Electronics 
Telex 

TAPE RECORDERS 

Ampex 
JVC 
Pioneer 
Revox 
SuperScope 
Sony 
Technics 

Telex 
VIF InternatIont 

RECORDING TAPE 

Ampex 
Audiopak 
Fidelipac 
Maxell 
TOK 

ALIGNMENT TAPES 

Fidelipac 
Nortronic 
STL 

TAPE ERASERS 

Broadcast Electronics 
Fidelipac 

EQUIPMENT RACKS 

BUD 
Soundolier 

JACK PANELS & PATHCORDS 

ADC 
Switchcraft 

TAPE HEADS 

Nortronic 

TUBES & TRANSISTORS 

Amperex 
Eimac 
General Electric 
National 
RCA 

CLOCKS & TIMERS 

ESE 
M.W. Persons & Assoc 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

B & K 
Fidelipac 
Fluke 
NLS 

RE LAYS 

Potter & Brumfield 

AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 

Broadcast Control 
VIF International 

STUDIO CONTROL 
ROOM FURNITURE 

Kustom Kraft 
Micro Trek 

FOR FAST SERVICE, CALL ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ORDER/INFO LINE... 1-800-558-0222 
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THE PMD 220 PROFESSIONAL 

THREE-HEAD CASSETTE RECORDER 
BY 

(formerly Superscope C-207LP) 1"4"1 

.1011,- fa* 44e 41** 4010 
le? 4101, op OS. 41, 1011, op op PME 
11011 op «lb OP lib •011e ag, Jib 4*. ewe\ 

3ar 4top op «MP «PP le« op 44P en> 
tior .41, MY I« «OP «PP tag 41« el. op op 
.1mb dir op p op op 41. op *or op 4e 
op 4s+ op dri. op dp op 11111 4111, 41111,1110 
4/0 op op «IP op op POP 410. 40 410 zgiffl, 
<MP 40 0» 4110 44111> op 40 40 441110 4111'.'.11110 
40or a. gob «IP op «Old. glIP op op41110 

gee 40 op 4111> 4107411111> 1100 di. «IOW* 

The Marantz PMD 220 three-head portable recorder is your 
personal information-processing tool. Combine its compact size 
and sophistication in features with its two-speed capability and 
you have the ideal recorder for broadcast journalists and others 
who demand outstanding sound reproduction and dependable 
performarce of true broadcast quality. 

The PMD 220's two-speed function lets you record at 1-7/8 ips,  
or for twice the recording time on your cassettes use 15/16 ips  
mode, cutting cassette expenditures in half. 

The PMD 220 has separate record and playback heads so you 
always hear exactly what's going on the tape as you record — 
there's no guesswork, and you can instantly check recording 
progress any time. Three-head design also means each head is 
designed specifically for its function — record, playback/ 
monitoring or erase — without sacrificing any performance 
for sake cf compromise. 

That's just for starters ... check out all the other features 
that make the PMD 220 the choice of so many people who 
demand professional quality and performance. 

Super-hard permalloy record and playback heads ensure a 
wide frequency response, low phase distortion and up to ten 
times longer life than ord:nary heads. 

Memory Rewind/Replay works in conjunction with the 3-digit 
tape counter to replay any selection on the tape — automatically 
Just reset the counter to "000" at any point on the tape. Later, 
simply hit rewind. The tape will rewind to "000" and immediateiy 

start. 
One-touch record allows instant recording with one-button 

ease, and lets you go directly from play into record mode. 
Cue and review helps you find any point of sound on a cassette 

by enabling you to hear the tape while it's being advanced in 
fast-forward or in rewind. 

Automatic-manual- limiter record level switch provides trie 
option of setting record levels manually or using the built-in 
automatic record level ( AR L) circuitry. Vie limiter automatically 
protects against high input signals, so sudden volume increases 
won't cause distortion or tape saturation. 

Distributed by 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES INC. 
19 E. Irving - Oshkosh, WI 54901 

FOR FAST SERVICE, CALL ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ORDER/INFO LINE .... 1-800-558-0222 
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